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Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Good morning!
I am very happy to have a chance today to help you in the IES community move faster to meet some of the important challenges in front of us. In my view, the technologies we are working on here might well decide whether the human species manages to avoid extinction in the coming decades. This is not an exaggeration; I will explain a bit today – and I hope I will help.
	The electric power area – from motors and chips to global energy economics – is a highly crossdisciplinary area in itself. Major opportunities are being lost in the world today because of the gaps in communication just within this area. In power electronics, especially, we need to understand the real needs of the customers – the world energy system – in order to anticipate and meet their needs in a more proactive way. We need to do this, in order to get ahead of the curve and not always lag behind, playing catch-up with our competitors.
	But the neural network field is also a large cross-disciplinary area, and most of what you read in the general literature is not quite correct. There are new and powerful tools now available, and there are also some pitfalls that are not heavily advertized. They apply to all kinds of “prediction” and “control” tasks, including some we think of as pattern recognition, data mining, planning, scheduling, state estimation, sensor fusion, data compression, etc., etc.
	Today, I will try to give you an overview of how these two large areas come together. Because time is limited, I won’t be able to give you all the equations you need to implement everything I talk about – but I will tell you where to look for more detail and for a few of the working examples. Most of my slides will come from two sources:
www.ieeeusa.org/policy/energy_strategy.ppt and www.eas.asu.edu/~nsfadp.
I can send you a few additional papers by email upon request.
	The energy policy slides contain text explanations. You can see the text in powerpoint by clicking on “Notes” under “View,” or printing with the “notes” option in the print options window.
  �



Mathematics Is: (1) a Language; and Mathematics Is: (1) a Language; and 
(2) a system of reasoning (2) a system of reasoning ––

 
““IF/THENIF/THEN””

Words Mathematics

Images

Reality

•Logic vs

 

Learning
•Von Neumann versus 
Einstein, Hilbert etc.

Left brain versus
right brain, artists
& mathematicians
versus Williams
syndrome



Economic Frontiers Driven by FoundationsEconomic Frontiers Driven by Foundations

&: Converge in Foundations or Just Wires in Head?

Info/Cogno
 

Tech

BioTech NanoTech

Convergence?

Foundation & Critical Enabler: Intelligence

Foundation:
What is Life?
Math of Self-Organization

Foundation:
Basic Laws of Physics
Quantum-Classical Equivalences



6 MegaChallenges for the 216 MegaChallenges for the 21stst
 

CenturyCentury
•

 
Key Challenges To Basic Scientific Understanding:
–

 

What is Mind? (how to build/understand intelligence) 
•

 

Basic Science of Mind: Up To the Highest Kind of General Intelligence We 
see in the Smallest Mouse

•

 

Middle Sci. Mind: from Mouse to “Sapient,”

 

the level of full use of symbolic 
reasoning integrated with meaning/empathy (human brain is “new”, still 
halfway there in its evolution)

•

 

Higher Sci. of Mind: Principles of higher levels in intelligent systems 
design, like quantum, multimodular, soul

–

 

How does the Universe work? (Quantum physics...)
–

 

What is Life? (e.g., quantitative systems biotechnology)
•

 
Key Broader Challenges to Humanity:
–

 

Sustainable growth

 

on earth. Sustainability means “change or die.”
•

 

Global sustainable energy/environment

 

& mid-term survival
•

 

“yin sustainability,”

 

e.g. population, related women’s issues, peace
–

 

Cost-effective sustainable space

 

settlement
–

 

Human potential  --

 

growth/learning in brain, soul, integration (body)

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
In his conversation today, Steve Kercel told us how much bias there is in today’s still-behaviorist world against Freudian psychology. He ‘fessed up to being a “closet Freudian.” Well, folks, to be completely honest, I’m further out than that. As I just said, I would advocate the need for mathematical tools which try to translate Freud’s insights into mathematics. (More so than just what I just showed.) I would openly say that Freud’s notions of sanity are an important goal. But I am actually a kind of closet Jungian. And I try hard to be an effective intentional system myself – to be rational in the sense of Von Neumann’s utility theory, and to be as effective as possible in pursuit of explicit longer-term goals. This slide summarizes what they are, with an e mphasis on areas where this ocmmunity has a comparative advantage.
	The first three challenges are challenges to basic  understanding. All three require much more strategic thinking than we usually see today, in my view.
	The next three are basically issues of bottom-line life-or-death – do we survive in earth, do we survive in outer space or inner space? Dan has asked about the driving forces which might increase human cooperation. For rational people, faced with a common threat to everyone’s survival, facing up to those threats is one important basis for more cooperation.   And we really are threatened. Furthermore, there are many connections between these various goals.
	In trying to understand the mind, we need to distinguish at least three different goals. For now, the goal of building/understanding “mouse-level” intelligence in a truly mathematical, functional way is the major target of opportunity. Yet even though it is premature, in a way, to try to understand higher levels of intelligence – it is a matter of life and death that we do maintain some efforts in parallel, to do the best we can, drawing on the “mouse-focused” work which has a lot to tell  us and connecting those efforts to the life-or-death goals. We as humans are not truly sapient (or “symbolic” or “semiotic” or “sane”) systems; thus, a bit like moneys, we get caught in local minima, in ruts in our life style, in less-than-possible creativity. Like a dog who learns to walk on two feet, we can do better if we consciously train ourselves to emulate that  next level of intelligence. As Lorenz  once said, WE are the “missing link.” Sadly, we do  not have time to get into real substance of various views of higher levels today, but it may be important that we find some way to get around to it.�



Derivatives Made Derivatives Made RealReal
 Physics PossiblePhysics Possible
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In perfect markets, In perfect markets, pricesprices
 

areare
 just derivatives of just derivatives of ““utilityutility””

 
UU

∆U
How
Happy
You 
Feel
U(s)

s: How many shrimps you eat

Value of a shrimp to you is ∆U, the extra happiness you get from eating it.
Economists call dU/ds

 

the “marginal utility”

 

of shrimp –

 

just a derivative!
But your happiness is not just U(s); it’s a function of many variables…



Von Neumann Showed that Von Neumann Showed that ““UtilityUtility””
 is a Number, like Temperatureis a Number, like Temperature

U

Steak

No Food

Is U(hamburger) more 
than halfway up?

Von Neumann: just ask people to choice 
between certain hamburger, and 50-50 chance of 
steak versus nothing!  (Modern decision 
analysis…risk management…

 
etc.) 



Can we understand how Can we understand how 
intelligence works in brains,intelligence works in brains,

 well enough that we could write well enough that we could write 
out equations, with equations out equations, with equations 

good enough that we could put good enough that we could put 
them on a computer and then the them on a computer and then the 

computer would be intelligent?computer would be intelligent?



Where Did ANNs Come From?Where Did ANNs Come From?

Specific
Problem
Solvers

General Problem Solvers McCulloch
Pitts Neuron

Logical
Reasoning
Systems

Reinforcement
Learning

Widrow LMS
&Perceptrons

Expert Systems
Minsky

Backprop ‘74

Psychologists, PDP Books
Computational
Neuro, Hebb
Learning Folks

IEEE ICNN 1987: Birth of a “Unified” Discipline

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Many people think of ANNs as one kind of classifier system, for pattern recognition. But that is only one part of what they are.
	Back in the 1960’s, AI truly focused on the goal of trying to achieve brain-like intelligence, as such. The “perceptron movement” (including Widrow, Rosenblatt and others, inspired in part by Von Neumann!) was a kind of early neural network movement, WITHIN AI; they are the ones who tried to get started by addressing the classification problem. But, as they were unable to solve even simple classification problems like XOR, pessimism grew, and the mainstream started to view neural nets as the very worst and most unmentionable kind of taboo heresy – an “old discredited idea that could never work.” Minsky’s classic book Perceptrons became the Mainstream Official verdict on the field. Minsky’s most famous conclusion: “You can never do XOR without a multilayer training procedure; none is in sight.”
	In the early 1970’s I found a way to overcome that problem, and even offered to Minsky (and others) to collaborate on putting it forward. I learned a lot about heresy and taboos and the academic system. (See Talking Nets, MIT Press, for a small part of the story.) But eventually, the discovery of backpropagation – included in my 1974 Harvard PhD thesis, and generally cited as the original source – did get out. The simplified, popularized version in the 1986 PDP books stimulated the “birth” or “rebirth” of the neural net field more than any other event.
	But in fact – backpropagation only halfway came from the perceptron school! I first formulated it as a way to solve the reinforcement learning problem, which had been ANOTHER mainstay of mainstream AI. (That stream was also blitzed in a paper of Minsky and Selfridge, who said they couldn’t make that work either, and many people in AI still conclude that  no one could make it work on a useful scale. But as you will see, times have changed. We have found some solutions.)
	Just as important as AI to ANNs was the “Hebb” stream. One might even say that Hebb was the grandmother of ANNs, and AI the father.�



Simplified Model of a NeuronSimplified Model of a Neuron
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But some problems require more But some problems require more 
than one neuronthan one neuron……..

The XOR function
X1 X2 Y*

0
0

0

0 0

011
1 1

11

Y

X1 X2

Minsky: How can we adjust the weights inside all three neurons,
as needed to match the XOR function?



Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
See previous slides. The entire Phd thesis is reprinted here.
Chapter 8 also gives a more modern update of how to use backpropagation through  time, etc. Chapter 7 gives the 1981/1982 published paper which, in my view, actually overcame the “heresy” barriers for the initial idea – and also showed how backpropagation permits intelligent control or reinforcement learning designs far more powerful than the simpler temporal difference ideas which it also discussed.
The thesis proves the validity of the “chain rule for ordered derivatives,” the most general form of backpropagation for all kinds of ordered (feedforward) systems. And it includes applications to political forecasting models and to time-series estimation.�



How calculate the derivatives? How calculate the derivatives? 
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SYSTEM

Y, a scalar result
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(Inputs xk may actually come from many times)
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W

Backwards Differentiation: But what kinds
of SYSTEM can we handle? See details in 
AD2004 Proceedings, Springer, in press.





Reinforcement Learning Systems (RLS)

RLS

External
Environment

or “Plant”
“utility” or “reward”
or “reinforcement”

U(t)

u(t)
actions

X(t)
sensor inputs

RLS may have internal dynamics and
“memory” of earlier times t-1, etc.



Optimization & Prediction in Brain

Motor Outputs uSensor Inputs y

From the fish to the smallest mouse, brains show amazing ability

 

to learn
how to maximize their long-term probability of survival

 

under diverse, novel, 
complex  circumstances, even before the evolution of unique human 
faculties like mirror cells, empathy, symbolic reasoning, etc.  This 
is an optimization challenge. How do brains achieve and implement such 
a powerful and general optimization capability, using massively parallel
hardware? Optimization also requires prediction. Goal: use engineers to
reverse engineer prediction and optimization, from brain to usable design. 

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
ANNs have also been defined as “Abstract Neural Networks.” They are defined as well-specified mathematical systems designed to capture the highest kind of intelligence that we find in mammalian brains. They are designed to capture the functional capability of the system, not the precise details of what is presently known about the hardware itself.
	But how can we understand what the brain as a whole system really does? What kind of mathematics is needed, in order to express the kind of function which this information processing system performs?
	In this slide, I remind us that the brain AS A WHOLE SYSTEM is an intelligent controller. It includes pattern recognition and memory and prediction and other key capabilities as subsystems – but you can’t really understand what a subsystem is doing unless you see how it fits in as part of the larger system. Every piece of the brain has evolved so as to contribute to the function of the whole – the function of calculating decision outputs (sometimes called “squeezing and squirting”) which contribute to the long-term goals of the organism.
	Thus in order to develop an integrated, functional understanding of how the brain performs this function, we need to understand the mathematics of effective intelligent control, that really works in flexibly learning to handle wide varieties of tough control problems. 
	Many areas of technology try to teach their students a textbook of a hundred alternate methods to solve a hundred different tasks. And they often try to teach neural networks that way. But that does not do justice either to the brain or to what the neural network field is about. The brain provides a SINGLE flexible system which somehow INTEGRATES the various principles of learning and control, so that ONE system can do it all! There are still variations from brain to brain, but each individual mammal brain has a kind of universal learning ability. Mammal brains do not start out as an “empty slate” – but they are capable of relearning almost all of the specific abilities that they are normally born with. Our primary goal in ANN research is to capture that universal learning ability in designs we can implement and use.  
		 �



Reptile

Symbolic

Bird
Mammal

?
Human

The Newtonian Revolution: mathematical understanding of  
subsymbolic intelligence, an essential step towards deeper 
understanding of the human mind and consciousness –
but not so big as all of cognitive science!!

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
This slide leads into many important issues. For now, I want to use it to discuss the relation between ANNs and AI. 
  Back in the 1960’s, AI announced goals very similar to what I have just discussed. In fact, the early work on perceptrons was accepted as part of AI at that time. And now, many people teach courses in “modern AI” which do allow some work on ANNs to be included.
	But even today, the mainstream of hard-core classical AI addresses the question: “How can we build an artificial Einstein?” They recognize, quite correctly, that the highest level of intelligence we can all see in nature is the human level. That level of intelligence is based on some (partial) use of symbolic reasoning. And so they try to jump directly to symbolic reasoning.
	For practical purposes, the target we pursue in ANN research is SUBSYMBOLIC intelligence, the kind of general-purpose nonverbal intelligence that we can find even in the smallest mammal brain. Yes, our tools can be used as part of artificial symbolic reasoning systems, but that is not what guides our research. For now – achieving the level we see in the smallest mammal brain is a difficult enough mathematical challenge. Only recently have we begun to develop the tools which give us a practical roadmap for reaching this destination – and we have a lot of work left to do in implementing, integrating and applying these tools.
	For those more interested in the symbolic level… we need to remember how 99 percent of the human brain is “homologous” to the mouse brain. Thus a true scientific understanding of the symbolic level will require a firm grounding in what we are only now beginning to learn at the next level below that. 
	Occasionally I hear psychologists or philosophers say: “You build things, therefore you must be reductionist.” This is as untrue as the worst racial stereotypes. But still – the question mark on this slide is beyond the scope of this tutorial.�



Optimality (III): Traditional Questions Optimality (III): Traditional Questions 
(&See papers at (&See papers at www.werbos.comwww.werbos.com))

If brains are so optimal, why do humans do so many stupid things?
– Brains are designed to learn to approximate optimal policy, as effectively as 

possible with bounded computational resources (neural networks), starting from 
a less optimal start. They never learn to play a perfect game of chess (nor will 
our computers) because of resource constraints. We just do the best we can. 

– When one human criticizes another, we are comparing two highly intelligent 
systems. Some brains learn faster than others, and humans are an intermediate 
stage towards even higher/faster intelligence.

If the optimization theory is right, wouldn’t brains get stuck in local 
minima?
– They sure do. Everyone on earth is in a “local minimum,” or a rut, to some 

degree. In other words, we could all do a bit better if we had more creativity. 
But look at those hairy guys (chimps) in the jungle, and the rut they are in! 

– The optimality theory says we combine an incremental learning ability with an 
ability to learn to be more “creative” – to do better and better “stochastic search” 
of the options available to us. (Widrow example.)

http://www.werbos.com/


Hebb 1949: Intelligence As AnHebb 1949: Intelligence As An
 EmergentEmergent

 
Phenomenon or Phenomenon or 

LearningLearning
“The general idea is an old one,
that any two cells or systems of 
cells that are especially active
at the same time will tend to 
become ‘associated,’ so that
activity in one facilitates
activity in the other” -- p.70
(Wiley 1961 printing)

The search for the General
Neuron Model (of Learning)

“Solves all problems”

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Hebb’s classic book was a great inspiration to all the mains schools of artificial neural networks – including the engineering school!
	I have seen hundreds of people excited by the New  Vision of Emergent Behavior in Complex Adaptive Systems. But in my view, Hebb’s version of that vision – back in the 1940’s – was actually far more complete and real than the new reinvented versions!!
	Hebb never claimed that ANY complex system would automatically evolve into becoming intelligent as a whole system! The universe is full of complex and dynamic but dead planets, and live but low-intelligence swamps – and some would say that the federal government is the best proof that maximum complexity does not always yield maximum intelligence. Rather, Hebb argued that the right kind of simple dynamics could allow complex intelligence to emerge. He was inspired in great part by the great experiments in neuroscience by Lashley, Freeman, Pribram and others, demonstrating “mass action” – the ability of any part of the higher brain to learn almost anything, if connections were in place. (For example, many creatures are born with edge detectors in the rear of their brain… but neurons in middle part can learn to be edge detectors if the rear part is damaged!)
	Hebb inspired a great search for a  “general neuron (learning) model” which would have the required property – the property that  a great heap of those neurons, all connected at random, could learn to do almost anything. He had an intuitive idea that this rule should reflect the idea that “behaviors are reinforced by repetition;’ the mathematical translation of that simple idea has come to be known as Hebbian learning, and is still a main foundation of computational neuroscience, both in its classical (continuous variable perceptron-like with differential equations) and “spiking neuron”  versions. �



Maximizing utility over timeMaximizing utility over time

Dynamic programmingDynamic programming

Model of realityModel of reality Utility function UUtility function U

Secondary, or strategic utility function JSecondary, or strategic utility function J

J (x(t)) = Max
u( t)

U (x(t), u(t)) + J (x( t + 1)) /(1 + r )

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Back in the 1960’s, many in AI had given up on ever developing a truly general purpose RLS system. Efforts to guess or hack or intuit a good design never got anywhere.
	But in 1967, in “Elements of Intelligence,” (Cybernetica, Namur, No. 3, 1968), I proposed that we try to use more fundamental mathematical principles to address this design problem. I proposed that we design RLS by trying to APPROXIMATE dynamic programming.
	After all, when we try to maximize the sum of U(t) over future time, we are trying to solve an optimization problem. Dynamic programming is the ONLY exact and efficient method for solving this type of problem in the general case. The “general case” means that your environment or plant could be any nonlinear stochastic system.
	This slide illustrates how dynamic programming (DP) works. The user specifies a utility function U(x); this function is simply a statement by the user of what he/she wants the control system to maximize. (It could be profit or throughput or a complex function like output minus cost minus energy use minus pollution minus wear and tear, minus tracking error. The user gets to decide what he/she wants the ultimate performance to be. The user also gets to decide whether he/she cares less about future times than the immediate present and, if so, what interest rate r fits his/her goals.) In classic DP, the user also specifies a stochastic model of how the plant works over time. These two pieces of information are then fed into the Bellman equation, illustrated in the middle box. The mathematician or engineer then tries to SOLVE the Bellman equation in this case; in other words he tries to find a function J(x) such that the Bellman equation is satisfied. The key theorem in dynamic programming is that such a J function exists almost all the time; also, the strategy of action which maximizes the expected value of future U over al future times is the same as the strategy which maximizes J(t+1). DP converts a hard problem in optimization over future times into a much easier problem in optimization one time period ahead.
	We cannot use DP proper on large problems in the real world, because we encounter a “curse of dimensionality” in solving the equation. ADP, the learning-based approximation of DP, is the answer.�



19711971--2: Emergent Intelligence Is Possible2: Emergent Intelligence Is Possible
 If We Allow Three Types of Neuron If We Allow Three Types of Neuron 

(Thesis,Roots)(Thesis,Roots)

Critic

Model

Action

J(t+1)

R(t+1)

u(t)

X(t)

R(t)
Red Arrows:
Derivatives
Calculated By
Generalized
Backpropagation

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
After I gave up on ever implementing Hebb’s vision of “one neuron does it all,” I aimed for a slightly relaxed version – which actually does work, in a formal mathematical kind of sense. It actually is possible to design a general-purpose learning system out of three types or block of neurons – a system which actually can learn to converge to the optimal “strategy of action” in the general case, in some sense.
      In actuality – this mathematical design turns out to be a direct translation of ideas from Freud into mathematics. That’s where backpropagation REALLY came from. (Some of the details are in chapter 10 of my book Roots.) Backpropagation is actually a general-purpose way of calculating derivatives through any large sparse nonlinear differentiable system. In fact, some of the people I sent my thesis to renamed this an “advanced adjoint method;” their work then  led to subsequent work implementing this in actual circuits, to calculate derivatives efficiently through local calculations in real hardware.
The application to static classification is only one of many applications.
	It has taken many years for engineering practice to catch up to this level or complexity of design. It is much higher on the “ladder” of capabilities than what most people are doing even today with neural networks. I will take many slides to explain the basic ideas, and it will take further citations to explain how to implement it in detail.
	Back around 1987, I thought that the higher-level intelligence of the mammal brain might  be explained as an emergent result of something this simple underneath – more complex than Hebb’s ideas, but still in the same spirit. However, as the complexity of the sensor inputs X grow, the learning speed of this design gets slower. Recent research has extended the ladder upwards, to allow faster learning – as is needed when we try to truly integrate the management of very large systems like electric power grids!
�



Examples of J and U (and Examples of J and U (and ∇∇U, U, ∇∇
 

J)J)

Chess

DOMAIN

Business

Human Mind
Behavioral
Psychology
Artificial
Intelligence
Economics
(Derivatives)

INTRINSIC
UTILITY U

STRATEGIC
UTILITY J

Win/Lose Queen = 9 Points...

Cash Flow, Profit Net Present Value

Pleasure/Pain Hope,Fear

Primary
Reinforcement

Secondary
Reinforcement

Utility Function Position 
Evaluator

Value of Product
to You Now

Market Price or
Shadow Price λ



Venayagamoorthy/Wunsch/HarleyVenayagamoorthy/Wunsch/Harley
 ADP Turbogenerator ControlADP Turbogenerator Control

Stabilized voltage & 
reactance under intense 
disturbance where 
neuroadaptive & usual 
methods failed
Being implemented in 
full-scale experimental 
grid in South Africa
Best paper award 
IJCNN99

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
This is one of applications of DHP discussed in HLADP, and also in IJCNN03(Portland). It has continued to work on larger physical test systems, involving multiple generators and digital power switching devices (“FACTS”).
Because it reduces “down times” on real generators by a substantial fraction, the team which has developed this technology is discussing possible commercial testbeds, while extending their research to address ever larger systems. The implications for the electric power system are discussed in HLADP.
This work, centered on Missouri-Rolla (but also Georgia Tech and South Africa), is one of the important nuclei from which we could develop “dynamic stochastic optimal power flow,” something badly needed in the electric power sector.
�



11stst
 

Generation Theory of Mammal BrainGeneration Theory of Mammal Brain
As in 71-72 proposal, brain has 3 main parts: 
– Cortex+thalamus: Model to predict/impute reality. See Nicolelis&Chapin, 

Science, rat whisker work.
– Limbic system: Critic gives “emotional” assessment of what Freud called 

“objects” (Papez, James Olds)
– Brain-stem: action or “motor” system (and inherited fixed 

preprocessors/postprocessors)
– Clock signals from extracortical sources (Foote, Llinas)
– Backprop unavoidable. (Bliss, Spruston, Sejnowski)

Technical level improvements and big runs enough to span gap 
form 1971-72 to mammal brain:
– Fill in “Model” with hybrid Simultaneous/Time-Lagged Recurrent Network 

trained by Error Critic (fully specified in Handbook of Intelligent Control)
– Critic is sum of multiple “HDP” components each trained by GDHP, which 

gives power of DHP for continuous variables but handles 
continuous/discrete mix.

– In each box, faster learning, per robust statistics, learning from memory, etc. 
BUT IS IT ENOUGH? For what?



Beyond Bellman: Learning & ApproxBeyond Bellman: Learning & Approx--
 imation for Optimal Management of imation for Optimal Management of 

Larger Complex SystemsLarger Complex Systems
 www.eas.asu.edu/~nsfadpwww.eas.asu.edu/~nsfadp

Basic thrust is scientific. Bellman gives exact optima 
for 1 or 2 continuous state vars. New work allows 
50-100 (thousands sometimes). Goal is to scale up in 
space and time -- the math we need to know to know 
how brains do it. And unify the recent progress.
Low lying fruit -- missile interception, 
vehicle/engine control, strategic games
Workshops: ADP02 & Dynamic Stochastic Grid 
testbed; ADP06 April 2006



Lower Level 
Adaptive Critic System
Inf. Olive + Cerebellum

Upper Level Critic Network

Upper Level Model Network

U(t) for
Lower System

J(t+1)-J(t) from Upper System

Additional Local
Utility Components

2nd
 

Generation “Two Brains in One Model”

Concept in “Statistical/Numerical…”, Trans. SMC, 1987 (on web)
Joint papers with Pellionisz (experimental follow-on still warranted)
See equations in Handbook of Intelligent Control, Ch. 13 & Prokhorov

4-8 hertz

100-200 hertz



Key Issues in 3Key Issues in 3rdrd
 

Generation ModelGeneration Model

Can we (and do brains) do better than 2nd gen brain in handling 
greater spatial & temporal complexity, by new designs & exploiting 
unspecialized but structured prior information (Kant) to get 
faster/better learning?
What is our answer to AI’s “spatial/temporal chunking” & stochastic 
search?
All 3 demand more attention and work!!!

Spatial
Complexity

Temporal Complexity (Multiple Time-Intervals)

Creativity/Imagination



New Ways to Address Spatial New Ways to Address Spatial 
Complexity Have Begun to EmergeComplexity Have Begun to Emerge……

4 General Object Types (busbar, wire, G, L)
Net should allow arbitrary number of the 4 objects
How design any universal nonlinear approximator to input and output FIELDS -- variables 
like the SET of values for current ACROSS all objects? 
Great preliminary success (Fogel’s Master Class Chess player; U. Mo. Power). Go next?
But how learn the objects and the symmetry transformations????  (Brain and images!!)

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
In order to apply methods like DHP to the entire global electric power grid, we would need to develop neural networks able to input and output something new – not vectors, as in ordinary neural nets – but complete relational networks.
This slide illustrates the problem.
   To solve the problem, I have developed a concept called “Object Nets,” for which I recently received a patent. The core idea is illustrated in the next two slides. ObjectNets are basically a concrete piece pulled out of the more complex design concept outlined in my chapter in Karny et al eds, Dealing With Complexity: A Neural Network Approach, Springer, 1997.�



CEREBRAL CORTEX
Layers I to III

Layer IV: Receives Inputs
Layer V: Output Decisions/Options
Layer VI: Prediction/State Output

BASAL
GANGLIA

(Engage Decision)

THALAMUS

BRAIN STEM AND CEREBELLUM

MUSCLES
See E.L. White,
Cortical Circuits...

3rd

 

Generation View of Creativity/Imagination: Layer V = “Option Networks”

•Challenge: www.werbos.com/WerbosCEC99.htm.
•Important work by Serpen, Pelikan, Wunsch, Thaler, Fu –

 

but still wide open. 
Widrow testbed. 

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
 �

http://www.werbos.com/WerbosCEC99.htm


New Data on Complexity in the Brain

Petrides (IJCNN06) shows that dorsolateral (DL) and orbitofrontal (OF)
prefrontal cortex –

 

our “highest”

 

brain centers –

 

answer two basic questions:
OF: Where did I leave my car this time in the parking lot? (space?)
DL: What was I trying to do anyway? (time?)
•BUT: even bird brains (no neocortex) handle great spatial complexity & have big basal ganglia!!
• Hypothesis: SEDP fits pyramid cell geometry very well but is already be in old cortex (bird!) 
•Neocortex (mouse) harnesses/alters stochastic mechanism in SEDP for creativity.
•OF strengthens object identity & world modeling & object-oriented action. (Test birds, lizards!)
•Temporal aggregation is by “re-entrant”

 

mechanism, not explicit temporal hierarchy.

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
ANNs have also been defined as “Abstract Neural Networks.” They are defined as well-specified mathematical systems designed to capture the highest kind of intelligence that we find in mammalian brains. They are designed to capture the functional capability of the system, not the precise details of what is presently known about the hardware itself.
	But how can we understand what the brain as a whole system really does? What kind of mathematics is needed, in order to express the kind of function which this information processing system performs?
	In this slide, I remind us that the brain AS A WHOLE SYSTEM is an intelligent controller. It includes pattern recognition and memory and prediction and other key capabilities as subsystems – but you can’t really understand what a subsystem is doing unless you see how it fits in as part of the larger system. Every piece of the brain has evolved so as to contribute to the function of the whole – the function of calculating decision outputs (sometimes called “squeezing and squirting”) which contribute to the long-term goals of the organism.
	Thus in order to develop an integrated, functional understanding of how the brain performs this function, we need to understand the mathematics of effective intelligent control, that really works in flexibly learning to handle wide varieties of tough control problems. 
	Many areas of technology try to teach their students a textbook of a hundred alternate methods to solve a hundred different tasks. And they often try to teach neural networks that way. But that does not do justice either to the brain or to what the neural network field is about. The brain provides a SINGLE flexible system which somehow INTEGRATES the various principles of learning and control, so that ONE system can do it all! There are still variations from brain to brain, but each individual mammal brain has a kind of universal learning ability. Mammal brains do not start out as an “empty slate” – but they are capable of relearning almost all of the specific abilities that they are normally born with. Our primary goal in ANN research is to capture that universal learning ability in designs we can implement and use.  
		 �
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